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The One Tillage Implement For 
All Your Tillage Needs

PREPARE THE PERFECT SEEDBED
ONE-Till shreds that layer of trash and residue left behind 
after last year’s harvest or after years of minimum and        
no-till operations. It cuts through compacted areas and mixes 
the trash into the top 1 to 4 inches of topsoil. That allows 
your seed to reach fertile soil, and lets oxygen and moisture 
through to germinate those precious seeds.
ONE-Till levels ruts and destroys clods, leaving behind a firm 
and level seedbed. Even the most severe ruts will be leveled 
and filled after one or two passes with the ONE-Till.
When the ground is wet, ONE-Till will dry and warm your 
soil so you can get out planting earlier and your seed will 
germinate faster and more evenly.
ONE-Till lets you choose the packer that’s ideal for your soil 
condition to produce the perfect, firm, finished seedbed. 

MANAGE YOUR TRASH IN THE 
FALL
ONE-Till cuts through trash and residue left after 
harvest and mixes it into the topsoil allowing it to 
break down over the winter. Whether your crop was 
wheat, flax, canola or corn, ONE-Till is the best 
choice for sizing the straw and incorporating it into the 
soil.

GET AN EVEN FINISH ON ANY TERRAIN
Rite Way products have always been known for their unique ability to follow the contours of the field, while maintaining 
constant pressure or depth. ONE-Till is no exception. 
• Front to back, each part of the ONE-Till maintains the depth set by you as it traverses the hills and valleys of your land. 
• Side-to-side flexibility is allowed through the independent wing sections. 
• Our packer suspension system gives each of the 6 packer sections the unique ability to walk across rocks without lifting the 
rest of the machine.
• Independent discs with rubber torsion shocks walk over rocks while the remaining discs continue their work at the set depth.

TRANSPORT WITH EASE
Rite Way understands that farmers need to be able to 
easily transport their equipment from one field to the 
next. That’s why we’ve always put a lot of thought into 
how our products convert from field to transport mode 
and back again, and how easily they move from field 
to field.
• With a 12’ 6” transport width, you can pull the ONE-
Till on nearly any road. And with a 12’ 6” transport 
height, they will fit under bridges and power lines and 
in your storage buildings. 
• The ONE-Till always has all four tires on the ground. 
So there’s no need to over-inflate them for transport 
when moving from field to field. That means you can 
maintain the 20 to 25 psi on your tires, which is the 
ideal pressure for preventing bouncing in the field. 
The four oversized high flotation tires will withstand 
being transported, and then provide you with the even 
weight distribution and flotation needed on the field.
• ONE-Till features Rite Way’s patented FORWARD™ 
unfolding system. Transforming from transport to field 
mode is all done hydraulically, without you ever having 
to back up with the tractor and ONE-Till.

BUILT STRONG, NOT OVERBUILT
Rite Way engineers know that adding needless extra weight doesn’t necessarily make something stronger. Just like with 
people, extra weight in the wrong places can cause weakening elsewhere. We make sure our equipment is the ideal weight to 
do the job and then we concentrate on making it overall strong.

EASY TO SET, EASY TO 
MAINTAIN
• The ONE-Till is easy to set up and you can adjust 
the cutting depth in minutes, simply by adding or 
subtracting cylinder stops. The parallel linkage system 
ensures proper operation at every setting.
• Did you drive your ONE-Till into a field condition 
that would spell trouble for most farm implements? 
No problem! If you get stuck, simply put it back into 
transport position and drive out.
• Rite Way provides maintenance-free disc bearings 
and roller bearings that are designed to operate for 
years in all conditions.

ONE-Till is the one tillage tool you’ll need, whether you’re preparing your seedbed, managing 
trash, reclaiming land or repairing ruts. It will do the job you need it to do in a broad range of 
conditions.

REJUVENATE AND 
PREPARE
Rejuvenate that old pasture or 
grassland or get it ready for planting. 
After using the ONE-Till, you’ll be 
left with a seedbed that’s ready for 
whatever crop might be suited to the 
land.

Effectively follow the contours of your field

Cross-angled dics ensure every inch of your field is worked.
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MODEL 32’

Working Width 32’
 9.8 m

Transport Width 12’ 6”
3.8 m

Weight (approx) 28,800 lbs
9,507 kg

Transport Height 12’ 6”
3.8 m

Transport Length 31’ 2”
9.5 m

Hp required per foot 10-15

Disc Size 20”
50.8 cm

Disc Spacing 5”
12.7 cm

Tires 4 x 560 - 45 x 22.5

FEATURES
- Auto-fold with Rite Way hydraulic pivot wheel system
- Achieves 100% coverage at 2.75” (6.98 cm)
- Individual shank with torsion suspension for each disc
- Parallel linkage insures even penetration, front and rear

THE FINISHING TOUCH
After the disc gangs do the work of shredding and mixing, the 
packers complete the job by giving the field a smooth finish. 

Depending on where your land is located, you may want to choose 
from the following types of packers:

• sawtooth
• chevron
• rubber
• basket

THE HEART OF THE ONE-TILL
The ONE-Till disc sections efficiently cut, shred 
and mix trash. Each row of 20” discs is set at 
offset, opposing angles to ensure that nothing is 
missed and that every inch of the field has been 
tilled.
Choose from: 

• wavy, concave discs
• notched, concave discs

ULTRA NARROW TRANSPORT


